[Radio-surgical-histological procedure in the diagnosis and management of non-palpable breast lesions, suspected from mammography: experience of "Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza" Hospital in San Giovanni Rotondo].
The almost 4-year long experience of the IRCCS--"Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza" hospital (FG, Italy) dealing with 165 nonpalpable breast lesions mammographically detected is herein presented. According to a protocol based on the previously as well as relatively recent described guidelines for the clinico-pathological management of such lesions, the authors underline the necessity of a strict cooperation between the radiologist, the surgeon and the pathologist. They also emphasize the perspectives derived from such a new impact, among which the most impressive is the handling and sampling of this relatively new type of material with lesions which only rarely are grossly palpable ("pseudononpalpable lesions"), whilst often they are truly non palpable being of minute sizes ("microlesions") and even grossly "invisible" ("quasi-normal fibrofatty tissue"). Of note as consequences derived from the strict adherence to this type of protocol which anyone should adhere to there are also a decrease of frozen section diagnoses, a global increase in the surgical pathology lab workload, the ban for taking away any tissue from the lesion or from the area of concern for special studies, the technical approach to the identification of microcalcifications when they are present, the new questions & answers concerning with the completeness and the adequacy of excision, the state of surgical margins of the excised specimens, and the possible existence of residual in situ or infiltrating disease. The results herein presented area in consonance with those from other institutions so confirming the high incidence both of borderline lesions and in situ malignancies (overall incidence around 28%) and of the early and minute invasive cancers (44%) usually of favourable histological types, among truly nonpalpable breast lesions.